Today is Inspirational Talks Day (part 2)
In this lecture you will take notes that you will use when you prepare your second presentation.
In this exercise you will take notes of a few characteristics of the EA talk we are about to see

Engineering in Sports:
Using Your Head to Save Your Head

Viraat G.
Jessica A.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Adapted from presentation by Brian A. and Jon D.

Viraat Goel (BIOE)
Jessica Austriaco (BIOE)
During Launch 2013 one of the original four gave an Illinois EA style talk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyuC20sAaJg

The original four EAs
Let us now move on to a video recording and critique session

Instructions:
• Prepare a 20 seconds speech
• Line up by Team Number: I will record 3 people “at a time”

Careerluxe.com
In this exercise your task is to provide constructive feedback for the presenters in the video

Instructions:
• Please read about how to give constructive criticism...
• We will give feedback to the GROUP, not to individuals

http://personalexcellence.co/blog/constructive-criticism/
In this exercise your task is to provide constructive feedback for the presenters in the video

Let’s make a list of:
• What to **KEEP** when presenting
• What to **STOP** when presenting

http://personalexcellence.co/blog/constructive-criticism/
The TED commandments

I
THOU SHALT NOT SIMPLY
TROT OUT THY
USUAL SHTICK.

II
THOU SHALT DREAM A GREAT DREAM,
OR SHOW FORTH A WONDROUS NEW THING,
OR SHARE SOMETHING THOU HAST
NEVER SHARED BEFORE.

III
THOU SHALT REVEAL THY
CURIOUSITY AND THY PASSION.

IV
THOU SHALT TELL A STORY.

V
THOU SHALT FREELY COMMENT
ON THE UTTERANCES OF OTHER SPEAKERS
FOR THE SAKE OF BLESSED CONNECTION
AND EXQUISITE CONTROVERSY.

VI
THOU SHALT NOT Flaunt
Thine Ego. Be Thou Vulnerable,
Speak of thy Failure
as well as thy Success.

VII
THOU SHALT Not Sell from the Stage:
NEITHER thy COMPANY, thy GOODS,
thy WRITINGS, nor thy Desperate Need
for Funding; Lest Thou be Cast Aside
into Outer Darkness.

VIII
THOU SHALT REMEMBER all the
WHILE LAUGHTER is Good.

IX
THOU SHALT NOT Read thy Speech.

X
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL
the TIME of Them
that Follow Thee.
Start planning and explore topics for your 6-minute long second presentation
Resources for this week


http://www.engr.psu.edu/ambassadors/

http://ambassadors.engr.illinois.edu

http://www.istem.illinois.edu/news/engineeringambassadors.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyuC20sAaJg

http://personalexcellence.co/blog/constructive-criticism/